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UNIT 1.  DOING SCIENCE 
 
Like music or cooking or sports, the best way to understand and appreciate science is to do it.  Doing 
science means  

•  acquiring information by careful, often controlled observations (experiments) 
•  organizing the information and looking for patterns in it 
•  trying to explain why the regularities exist, and testing your explanation with further experiments 
•  communicating this information clearly to others 

 
You have observed the changes that occur when you place a piece of aluminum foil into a blue solution.  
Dozens of observations were possible:  the solution changed color, the foil disintegrated and dissolved, 
the mixture became hot, bubbles of gas appeared.  We found that it was important to observe without 
jumping to conclusions.  We observe that a reddish-brown, spongy solid appears, but even though it looks 
like rust, we should not identify the solid as rust without further observations to support that interpretation 
(in fact, the reddish-brown solid is copper, not rust).  Curious about the gas bubbles, you tested several 
gases (including your mystery gas) with a glowing splint, and found that the mystery gas behaves like 
hydrogen. 
 
When you seal the tip of a syringe with your finger and push in the plunger, the volume of trapped air gets 
smaller and the pressure on your fingertip increases.  An observation often becomes more useful when we 
quantify it, so you measured the volume of air trapped in the syringe under various controlled pressures 
(books) and found the relationship PV = constant.  Similar experiments on other kinds of gases give the 
same result as air, even when the gas differs from air in many other ways.  The regularity PV = constant 
seems to apply to all gases. When a quantitative regularity like this one applies to a large body of 
observations, it becomes a law.  The relationship PV = constant was established in 1662 by Robert Boyle, 
and is called Boyle’s Law.  Notice that Boyle’s Law describes what gases do but does not explain why –– 
for that we need a model or theory. 
 
Once you have identified a pattern like PV = constant, you will almost certainly wonder why it happens. 
Adding a book on the plunger pushes it in (reducing the gas volume) until the gas pushes back enough to 
balance the weight of the book.  How does the gas do this? 
 
One way to explain what we have observed is to look for a model, something similar that we already 
understand.  We might picture air as a collection of particles like tiny ping-pong balls, bouncing around 
inside the syringe. The tiny gas particles are called molecules. Each time a molecule hits the syringe wall 
or plunger, it pushes against the surface.  The surface pushes back with equal force, and the molecule 
rebounds in a different direction.  If there were a very large number of these little molecules, there would 
be a large number of collisions with the inside of the syringe.  Their pushing force acting on a given area 
of the syringe wall or plunger is called the gas pressure.   
 
The weight of another book pushes the plunger in and decreases the volume available to the gas 
molecules; with the same number of molecules bouncing around in a smaller space, they hit the inside 
surface more often and push back harder on the plunger, until their pressure just balances the weight of 
the extra book and the plunger stops moving in.  This moving-particles model of gases is called the 
kinetic molecular theory of gases. 
 
Does the kinetic molecular theory of gases explain other observations about gas pressure?  For example, 
as you add air to a bicycle tire, the tire becomes harder, until it is hard enough to support the weight of the 
bicycle and rider.  According to the kinetic molecular theory, adding more air molecules to the tire 
increases the number of collisions per second on the tire wall, pushing it outward and causing it to get 
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harder.  The same model explains what happens when you inflate a balloon.  The balloon material is more 
elastic than a tire, so it stretches out as the molecules strike it more often.  Eventually it reaches a limit 
and is taut –– or bursts.  Our model becomes more firmly established as it explains more and more 
observations about the behavior of gases. 
 
All gases obey Boyle’s Law and the kinetic molecular theory seems to explain the pressure behavior of all 
gases, so are all gas molecules the same?  Clearly not, because different kinds of gases have different 
properties.  You observed that a glowing splint ignites in oxygen, is extinguished in carbon dioxide, and 
causes hydrogen to explode.  Different kinds of gases must be made up of different kinds of molecules, 
but the particles are always moving and bouncing off the walls of their container, so their pressure-
volume behavior is the same. 
 
What happens when different kinds of gases are combined?  We observe a variety of changes –– ammonia 
and hydrogen chloride form a white solid; hydrogen and oxygen explode; nitric oxide and oxygen form a 
red-brown gas –– but when we measure the amounts of gases that combine, a pattern emerges:  all of the 
gases combine in simple integer volume ratios like 1:1 or 2:1. 
 
In 1811, Amadeo Avogadro proposed the best explanation of the simple integer relationships between 
gases that combine:  equal volumes of gases (at the same temperature and pressure) contain equal 
numbers of molecules.  Avogadro’s hypothesis was not widely accepted until 1860 and cannot be proven 
–– after all, we cannot see the molecules to count them for ourselves –– but in nearly 200 years we have 
no observations that conflict with his idea, and no better explanation of the gas behavior we have 
observed in that time.  Avogadro’s hypothesis stands now as a cornerstone of modern chemistry.  
 
Different kinds of gases have different properties.  Hydrogen gas burns explosively; helium gas does not 
burn at all.  Ammonia gas has a distinctive, sharp odor; nitrogen gas is odorless.  Some gases are colored; 
many are colorless.  The molecules of each type of gas must differ from each other –– perhaps they have 
different masses.  A single gas molecule is too small to weigh directly, but with Avogadro’s hypothesis, 
we can determine molecular mass from experimental data. 
 
You weighed equal volumes of several gases, and after correcting 
for the buoyancy of the surrounding air, found that the carbon 
dioxide sample weighed 1.375 times as much as the oxygen sample.  
According to Avogadro’s hypothesis, both samples contained the 
same number of molecules, so we conclude that a carbon dioxide 
molecule weighs 1.375 times as much as an oxygen molecule.  We 
could do the same experiment with other gases, and get a list like the 
one at right. 
 
Many years ago, chemists chose to assign an oxygen molecule a mass of 32.00 units, because it made the 
relative masses of the other gases close to whole numbers.  On this basis, a carbon dioxide molecule 
weighs 1.375 x 32.00 = 44.00 units, and a hydrogen molecule weighs 0.0631 x 32.00 = 2.02 units.  Later, 
the molecule masses were recalculated relative to carbon = 12.00 units. 
 
Avogadro’s hypothesis suggests a way to compare the number of molecules in gas samples, even if we 
cannot see them.  Chemists defined a standard number of molecules to be the number of molecules in 
32.00 g of oxygen gas.  That number of molecules is called a mole (abbreviated mol). Just as a dozen 
always contains the same number of items, whether they are eggs or golf balls, a mole always contains the 
same number of molecules.  A mole of hydrogen molecules contains the same number of molecules as a 
mole of oxygen molecules, but weighs only 2.02 g because hydrogen molecules are lighter than oxygen 

 
gas 

mass relative 
to oxygen = 1

hydrogen 0.0631
carbon dioxide 1.375
nitrogen  0.875
hydrogen chloride 0.531
ammonia 0.532
methane 0.626
oxygen 1.000
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molecules. A mole of carbon dioxide molecules contains the same number of molecules as a mole of 
oxygen molecules, but weighs 44.00g because carbon dioxide molecules are heavier than oxygen 
molecules.  The mass of one mole of molecules is the molar mass of that substance. 
 
The molar mass is an example of a conversion factor, a relationship between two quantities with different 
units that describe the same amount of substance.  To see how chemists use conversion factors, let’s try 
using a familiar conversion factor:  1 dozen eggs = 12 eggs. We can write the conversion factor in the 
form of a fraction: 

12 eggs
1 dozen

= 1 dozen
12 eggs

=1 

The actual value of each fraction is one, because 12 eggs is the same as 1 dozen eggs, and both ways of 
writing the fraction are valid because the units keep the relationship equal to one.  A conversion factor has 
no meaning if the units are not shown. 
 
How many dozen are 60 eggs?  To use our conversion factor, just multiply the given number (60 eggs) by 
the conversion factor, using the form that allows us to cancel units. 

60 eggs ×
1 dozen

12 eggs
= 5 dozen  

The unit “eggs” cancels because it is in both the numerator and denominator, leaving the unit dozen in the 
answer. 
 
 
The molar mass of oxygen is 32.00 g/mol –– that is 32.00 grams oxygen = 1 mole oxygen.  As above, we 
can write this in the form of a fraction: 

32.00 g
1 mol

=
1 mol

32.00 g
= 1  

As before, the actual value of each fraction is one, because 32.00 g oxygen is the same as 1 mol oxygen, 
and both ways of writing the fraction are valid because the units keep the relationship equal to one. 
 
What is the mass of 2.50 moles of oxygen? 

2.50 mol ×
32.00g
1 mol

= 80.0g  

The unit “mol” cancels because it is in both the numerator and denominator, leaving the unit grams in the 
answer.  We retain 3sigfigs in the answer, because we had 3sigfigs in the quantity given (2.50 mol). 
 
How many moles are in 4.00 g oxygen? 

4.00 g ×
1mol

32.00 g
= 0.125mol  

This time we choose the form of the conversion with mol in the numerator and g in the denominator, so 
that grams cancel and we have mol in the answer.  
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What about a different gas like carbon dioxide?  The setup is the same, but of course carbon dioxide 
molecules are heavier than oxygen molecules, so the molar mass is different, 44.00 g/mol.   
 

What is the mass of 2.50 mol carbon dioxide?  2.50 mol ×
44.00g
1 mol

= 110.g  

How many moles are in 4.00 g carbon dioxide?  4.00 g ×
1mol

44.00 g
= 0.0909mol  

 
Compare these to the calculations for oxygen, to see how they are the same and how they differ. 
 
 
The number of molecules in one mole is 6.02 x 1023, called Avogadro’s number1.  Avogadro’s number is 
a conversion factor, too:  6.02 x 1023 molecules = 1 mole, or 

6.02 ×1023 molecules
1mol

=
1mol

6.02 ×1023 molecules
 

 

How many molecules are in 0.15 mole?        0.15 mol ×
6.02 ×1023 molecules

1 mol
= 9.03×1022 molecules  

 

How many moles contain 1.5 x 1024 molecules?     1.5 ×1024 molecules ×
1mol

6.02 ×1023 molecules
= 2.5mol  

 
Again, compare these to the mole calculations above, to see how they are the same and how they differ. 
 
How do you know which conversion to use?  Look at the units given and the units you were asked to find.  
When the problem involves grams and moles, the relationship you need is molar mass, which you look up 
on a table.  When the problem is number of molecules and moles, the relationship you need is Avogadro’s 
number, 6.02 x 1023 molecules = 1 mol.  The units will tell you what to do. 
 
 

                                                 
1 If you are not comfortable with scientific notation, you need to master that skill.  Consult the appendix 
of your text or the study guide at the web site. 


